In [l] Browder and Livesay defined an invariant a(T t 2)£8Z of a free differentiate involution T of a homotopy (4&+3)-sphere 2, k>0. It is the precise obstruction to finding an invariant (4&+2)-sphere of the involution. In [5] 
In [l] Browder and Livesay defined an invariant a(T t 2)£8Z of a free differentiate involution T of a homotopy (4&+3)-sphere 2, k>0. It is the precise obstruction to finding an invariant (4&+2)-sphere of the involution. In [5] and [ô] Medrano showed how to construct free involutions with arbitrary Browder-Livesay invariant on some homotopy (4&+3) -spheres and hence that there exist infinitely many distinct involutions. In this note we investigate the homotopy spheres constructed by Medrano.
We are indebted to W. Browder for helpful criticism of an earlier version of this paper.
Let ju generate bPu+h [2] denote the representative of S in Ö4&+3 and y be an arbitrary element of du+z* THEOREM, (i) If [2] =27 then for each i there exists a free differentiatie involution Ti such that cr(7\-, 2) = \6i.
(ii) If [2] =/X+2Y then for each i there exists a free differ entiable involution Ti such that cr(Ti, 2) = 8 + 16i.
The following is an immediate consequence.
COROLLARY. Each element of bPik+h in particular S
4k+Z , admits infinitely many differentiably distinct free involutions.
For k = l more complete results were obtained by Montgomery and Yang [7] and Hirzebruch [2] .
Let T(M) denote the index of the manifold M. 
The matrices P and Q are connected with the well-known 8X8 matrix H of signature 8 and are given explicitly in [ó] . Perform framed surgery on the at and let (A, ƒ) be the resulting framed cobordism between (W, F\W) and a framed homotopy (4&+2)-sphere K.
We assert that Vliw A is a (4&+3)-disc.
Clearly it is simply connected; moreover it has vanishing homology. In order to see H 2 k+i(V Uw A) = 0 notice that Q is equivalent by row and column operations over the integers to the identity matrix.
Thus K is in fact a standard sphere and we can sew on a (4fe+3)-disc D so that V l)w A U# D is a sphere bounding a (4fe+4)-disc B (see Figure 1) . FIGURE 1 Let B 1 be another copy of B glued to V' by T 0 \ V', and let C be the standard (4fe+4)-disc with boundary 5 4fc+8 = V\) w V' (see Figure 1) . We have obtained a 7r-manifold M\ -B IV C \)v B' whose boundary is a Medrano homotopy sphere Si and with the given involution T\ we have <r(Ti, Si) = 8. It remains to prove that r(Mi) =* 8.
By a Mayer-Vietoris argument it is easy to see that Mi has (reduced) homology only in dimension 2&+2, and i?2*+2(ilfi) is free on 16 generators {ai, • • • , a 8 , &i, • • • , ô 8 } corresponding to the generators of H 2 k+i(W). We wish to find the intersection matrix of these generators.
Let Ai be a disc in V with boundary ce t -and A\ a disc in V' IV A' with boundary -ce*. This specifies the orientation of Ai and -4/, Then AjUAl represents a»-and similarly Bi\JBl represents ô t -, where Bi C V' and B { Q V (J w A. Choose dB{ « -dB^fc.
We assert
(1) arbj = arft = S#.
By shifting BjKJBj along a collar of 5 \Jv C we see that a,-• 6y = ^4 iC\Bj = ai'(Jj*=ôij. The last equalities assume a preferred orientation of M. This will be used henceforth.
(2) bi-bj = 2<fc^*/ where (g") = Q-1 .
Let i4f be a disc bounding af in A. We have (Notice that Q~lP is even and symmetric since Qr l P = Ç" 1 (PQ l ) (Q"" 1 ) ' and Medrano's construction assumes that PQ* is even and symmetric.)
A similar analysis shows that (ai-a/) -TJQr^PU, hence the matrix of intersections is
Now we need to compute the signature of X. Recall that a quadratic form is positive definite if and only if each corner diagonal minor has positive determinant. Since det P = det C"" 1 P = 0, X is not positive definite and its signature is not 16. On the other hand there is a 9-dimensional subspace spanned by the coordinate vectors in dimensions 1, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16 on which the form is positive definite, so signature (X)^0. Hence we conclude that signature (X) =r(ikfi) = 8 and [2i]=M-This proves the lemma for i= 1.
For i>l use the following notation. For a given matrix R let diag*(i?) denote the matrix with i diagonal blocks of P. The matrices U, P, Q, H are as above and in [ó] .
Let Ui denote the SiXSi matrix with 1-5 on the nonprincipal diagonal and 0-s elsewhere. There is an orthonormal matrix Si with each row and column containing one 1 and all other entries 0, such that l^-S<diag,(E0Si. Let
Clearly Hi is even, symmetric and unimodular, signature (JH*) = 8i and (i) Hi-PiUiPl-QiUiQl, (ii) PiQi is even and symmetric. Hence we can perform Medrano's construction and the resulting homotopy sphere 2* bounds a 7r-manifold Mi. The involution 7\-has Browder-Livesay invariant a(Ti % 2») = 8i. In order to compute r{Mi) observe that the argument for i -1 applies to show that the intersection matrix is
which becomes diag t (-X") after reordering rows and columns and hence signature (X % ) = Si. This establishes the lemma. PROOF OF THE THEOREM. For this observe that given (T, 2) we can equivariantly add two copies of any homotopy sphere 2' and this yields an involution (r*, 2*) where [2*] = [2]+2 [2'] and <r(T, 2) = <r(r* f 2*).
QUESTION. According to computations of the stable stems (see May [4] ) there are examples of homotopy (4k+3)-spheres not of the form n+2y or 27. Do such spheres admit any free involution?
